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Next

❑ (Oct 20) Deep dive on Transformer, 
MT, and Seq2Seq 

❑ (Oct 25) Practice: 
GPT3/StableDiffusion/Dalle2 

❑ (Oct 25) HW2 out
❑ (Oct 27) Practice: Debugging Neural 

Nets
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Which sentence is better?
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“Call me DK” “DK me Call”



Language modeling

❑ Provide a way to quantity the likelihood of a sequence
o i.e., plausible sentences 

❑ Vocabulary (𝑉) is a finite set of discrete symbols (e.g., words, 
characters);

❑ 𝑉! is the infinite set of sequences of symbols from 𝑉; each 
sequence ends with STOP
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sequence

over all the possible sequences of words



Which sentence is better?
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“Call me DK” “DK me Call”



Language Model
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Applications of language models
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Machine Translation
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Fluency of the translation
P( Y | X ) +  a * P( Y )



OCR
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to fee great Pompey paffe the Areets of Rome:

to see great Pompey passe the streets of Rome:



Speech Recognition
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'Scuse me while I kiss the sky

'Scuse me while I kiss this guy

'Scuse me while I kiss this fly

'Scuse me while my biscuits fry



Automatic Completion
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Language Generation
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https://pdos.csail.mit.edu/archive/scigen/

https://pdos.csail.mit.edu/archive/scigen/


Writing Assistants
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Consistency 
checker

Context-aware 
auto-suggestion



Dialogue Generation
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Giving GPT-3 a Turing Test, Kevin Lacker's blog, https://lacker.io/ai/2020/07/06/giving-gpt-3-a-turing-test.html

Q: How many rainbows does it take to jump from Hawaii to 
seventeen? 
A: It takes two rainbows to jump from Hawaii to seventeen. 

Q: Which colorless green ideas sleep furiously? 
A: Ideas that are colorless, green, and sleep furiously are the 
ideas of a sleep furiously. 

Q: Do you understand these questions? 
A: I understand these questions. 

https://lacker.io/ai/2020/07/06/giving-gpt-3-a-turing-test.html
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Chain rule (of probability)
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“The mouse that the cat that the dog that the 
man frightened and chased ran away.”



Easy

Hard



Markov assumption
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first-order

second-order



Markov assumption
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Bi-gram model
(first-order markov)

Tri-gram model
(second-order markov)



“The mouse that the 
cat that the dog that 
the man frightened 

and chased ran away.”

Bi-gram model
(first-order markov)

…



Estimation from data
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Uni-gram Bi-gram Tri-gram



Generating from language model

❑ What we learn in estimating language models is P (word | context), where context is the 
previous n-1 words (for ngram of order n)

❑ We have one multinomial over the vocabulary including STOP for each context
❑ Context can be any other previous context and their combination:

o previous images that have been seen 
o previous sound that have been heard
o ..
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Bill Clinton's unusually direct comment Wednesday on the 
possible role of race in the election was in keeping with the 
Clintons' bid to portray Obama, who is aiming to become the 
first black U.S. president, as the clear favorite, thereby 
lessening the potential fallout if Hillary Clinton does not win in 
South Carolina. 

Generated text from an uni-gram model
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e. (A.33) (A.34) A.5 ModelS are also been completely surpassed in 
performance on drafts of online algorithms can achieve far more so 
while substantially improved using CE. 4.4.1 MLEasaCaseofCE 71 
26.34 23.1 57.8 K&M 42.4 62.7 40.9 44 43 90.7 100.0 100.0 100.0 
15.1 30.9 18.0 21.2 60.1 undirected evaluations directed DEL1 
TRANS1 neighborhood. This continues, with supervised init., 
semisupervised MLE with the METU- SabanciTreebank 195 ADJA 
ADJD ADV APPR APPRART APPO APZR ART CARD FM ITJ 
KOUI KOUS KON KOKOM NN NN NN IN JJ NNTheir problem is y 
x. The evaluation offers the hypothesized link grammar with a 
Gaussian 

Generated text from a bi-gram model
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top(xI ,right,B). (A.39) vine0(X, I) rconstit0(I 1, I). (A.40) vine(n). (A.41) 
These equations were presented in both cases; these scores 
u<AC>into a probability distribution is even smaller(r =0.05). This is 
exactly fEM. During DA, is gradually relaxed. This approach could be 
efficiently used in previous chapters) before training (test) 
K&MZeroLocalrandom models Figure4.12: Directed accuracy on all six 
languages. Importantly, these papers achieved state- of-the-art results 
on their tasks and unlabeled data and the verbs are allowed (for 
instance) to select the cardinality of discrete structures, like matchings 
on weighted graphs (McDonald et al., 1993) (35 tag types, 3.39 bits). 
The Bulgarian, 

Generated text from a tri-gram model



Evaluation

❑ The best evaluation metrics are external
o how does a better language model influence the application you 

care about? 
o E.g., 

machine translation (BLEU score)
sentiment classification (F1 score)
speech recognition (word error rate)
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(Intrinsic) Evaluation

❑ A good language model should judge unseen real language to have 
high probability

❑ Perplexity = inverse probability of test data, averaged by word

❑ To be reliable, the test data must be truly unseen (including knowledge 
of its vocabulary)
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Perplexity =
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Perplexity

Bi-gram

Tri-gram



(Intrinsic) Evaluation
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Training Development Testing

80% 10% 10%

training models Model selection; hyper-
parameter tuning

evaluation



Perplexity

Model Unigram Bigram Trigram

Perplexity 962 170 109
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Other topics

❑ Sampling from a Multinomial & Nucleus sampling

❑ Smoothing and Backoff for handling sparsity

❑ Interpolation between two language models
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Neural LM
Simple feed-forward multilayer perceptron 

(e.g., one hidden layer)
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Bengio et al. 2003, A Neural Probabilistic Language Model

Concatenation (k x V)

H x V 

One-hot encoding
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Multi-class (Vocab) 
classification

H x V



Neural LM
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Bengio et al. 2003, A Neural Probabilistic Language Model

One-hot encoding
( |x| = V )

Distributed representation
( |y| = H)



Neural LM
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Bengio et al. 2003, A Neural Probabilistic Language Model

One-hot encoding
( |x| = V )

Distributed representation
( |y| = H)

V >> H

Represent high-dimensional words (and 
contexts) as low-dimensional vectors
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tried to prepare midterm but I was too tired of…

Conditioning context (X [k x V])

Next word to predict (Y)
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tried to prepare midterm but I was too tired of…

Conditioning context (X [k x V])

Next word to predict (Y)
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tried to prepare midterm but I was too tired of…

Conditioning context (X [k x V])

Next word to predict (Y)



Ngram LM vs Neural LM

Pros 
❑ No sparsity problem
❑ Don’t need to store all observed n-gram counts

Cons
❑ Fixed window is too small (larger window, larger W)
❑ Windows can never be large enough
❑ Different words are multiplied by completely different weights; no 

symmetry in how the inputs are processed.
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Recurrent Neural Network
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RNN allow arbitarily-sized conditioning contexts; 
condition on the entire sequence history.

Goldberg 2017

=



Recurrent Neural Network



Recurrent Neural Network

R computes the output state 
as a function of the current 
input and previous state

O computes the output as 
a function of the current 
output state



RNN Language Modeling
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sequence of words

output as shifted by one



RNN Language Modeling
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sequence of words

output as shifted by one

SUM (total loss)



RNN Language Modeling
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sequence of words

output as shifted by one

Parameters are shared! 
Derivatives are accumulated.



What can RNNs do?

❑ Represent a sentence
o Read whole sentence, make a prediction

❑ Represent a context within a sentence
o Read context up until that point



Representing Sentences

❑ Sentence classification
❑ Conditioned generation



Representing Context within Sentence

❑ Tagging
❑ Language modeling



e.g., Language Modeling

❑ Language modeling is like a tagging task, where each tag is 
the next word!



e.g., POS Tagging with Bi-RNNs



Vanishing Gradient

❑Gradients decrease as they get pushed back

❑Why? “Squashed” by non-linearities or small weights in 
matrices



A Solution: Long Short-term Memory (LSTM)

❑Basic idea: make additive connections between time 
steps 

❑Addition does not modify the gradient, no vanishing

❑Gates to control the information flow

(Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997)



RNN vs LSTM Structure

http://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/

http://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/


LSTM Structure

http://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/

Cell state

Forget gate

Input gate Output gate

❑ Forget gate: what value do we 
try to add/forget to the memory 
cell?

❑ Input gate: how much of the 
update do we allow to go 
through?

❑ Output gate: how much of the 
cell do we reflect in the next 
state?

http://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/


LSTM variant: Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU)

http://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/

❑ Combines the forget and input gates 
into a single “update gate.”

❑Merges the cell state and hidden 
state

❑ And, other small changes

(Cho et al., 2014)

http://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/


Extensive Architecture Search for LSTMs

❑Many different types of 
architectures tested for LSTMs 
(manually or automatically) 

❑Conclusion: basic LSTM quite 
good, other variants (e.g. coupled 
input/forget gates) reasonable

(Greffen et al. 2015, Zoph and Le 2017)



Truncated RNNs

❑ Encoding long-term dependencies over full document may not fit on (GPU) memory.
❑ Backprop over shorter segments, initialize w/ the state from the previous segment



Is vanishing/exploding gradient just a 
RNN problem?

❑ No! It can be a problem for all neural architectures 
(including feed-forward and convolutional), especially 
very deep ones. 
o Due to chain rule / choice of nonlinearity function, gradient 

can become vanishingly small as it backpropagates 

❑ Solution: lots of new deep architectures add more 
direct connections (thus allowing the gradient to flow)

❑ Conclusion: Though vanishing/exploding gradients 
are a general problem, RNNs are particularly unstable
due to the repeated multiplication by the same weight 
matrix [Bengio et al, 1994]

Residual connections aka ResNet (He et al, 2015). 
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1512.03385.pdf

Dense connections aka “DenseNet” (Huang et al., 2017)
Directly connect each layer to all future layers!

Highway connections aka “HighwayNet” 
(Srivastava et al., 2015)
Similar to residual connections, but the 
identity connection vs the transformation 
layer is controlled by a dynamic gate 
(similar to LSTM but on CNN/FFN)

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1512.03385.pdf


Transformer-based LMs

❑ SOTA LMs: GPT-2, Radford et al. 2018;  GPT-3, Brown et al. 2020
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Trigram LSTM GPT2 GPT3

109 58.3 35.8 20.5



Two Objectives for Language Pretraining
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Slides from Zihang Dai

Next-token  prediction Reconstruct masked tokens

Auto-regressive LM (GPT3) Denoising autoencoding (BERT)
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Ngram
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Why language models are useful?
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The director of  2001: A Space Odyssey is _____________

Language models can directly encode knowledge
present in the training corpus.



Language models can directly encode knowledge
present in the training corpus.
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Petroni et al. (2019), "Language Models as Knowledge Bases?” (ACL)
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Language models can be a foundation for various 
tasks across different modalities

Bommasani et al. (2021), "On the Opportunities and Risks of Foundation Models”
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Language models are stochastic parrots

Bender et al. (2021), "On the Dangers of Stochastic Parrots: Can Language Models Be Too Big?”


